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Chapter 2        Basic Economic Problems       

Objectives Test 

Time: 45 Minutes                Max.Marks:55 

Std: 12th Std       Subject: Economics 

 

1.Any society must make choices about _______ important problems. 

  a)Three b)Two c)Four d)Five 

2.The central problems of an economy _______ . 

  a)What, How and Whom  b)What, Thing and Utility c)What, Demand and Supply 

  d)All the above 

3.________ economy the basic problems are solved by traditions and custom rules. 

  a)Capitalist    b)Socialist     c)Traditional d)Mixed 

4.In traditional produces exactly to its __________ . 

  a)Consumption b)Production c)Destruction d)Attraction 

5.Traditional economy is also called ___________ economy. 

  a)Subsistence  b)Profit c)Nationalist d)Communist 

6.In subsistence economy not much sales as true is only _______ production. 

  a)Large scale b)Medium scale c)Demand d)Small scale 

7._________ economy same product will be produced by every generation. 

  a)Subsistence b)Capitalist c)Socialist d)Mixed 

8.The production techniques are traditional in ________ economy. 

  a)Mixed b)Socialist c)Capitalist d)Subsistence 

 

9.Capitalist economy is also called as ________ . 

  a)Market economy  b)Command economy c)Mixed economy  d)Barter economy  
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10.________ economy has no central coordinate guiding its operation. 

  a)Market b)Socialist c)a and b d)Mixed 

11.________ is the only motive for the functioning of capitalism. 

  a)Welfare motive   b)Production c)Profit d)Utility 

12.What to produce? will be determined by the ___________ . 

  a)Consumer b)Retailer c)Producer d)Wholesaler 

13.In capitalist economy activities are centered on __________ . 

  a)Price Mechanism b)Utility  c)Technology d)Production 

14.Production, consumption and distribution are expected to be solved by _____ 

  forces. 

  a)Demand b)Supply c)Price d)All the above 

15.________ economy government has minimal role in the economy. 

  a)Socialist b)Capitalist c)Mixed d)Traditional 

16.________ this turn leads to increase in income and saving and investment. 

  a)Productivity b)Durability     c)Reality d)Totality 

17.The shortage and surpluses in the economy are generally adjusted by the forces 

  of _______ and _______ . 

  a)Demand, Supply  b)Saving, Investment  c)Shortage, Plenty  d)All the above 

18.Demand, supply it operate automatically through the _________ . 

  a)Utility b)Productive c)Price Mechanism d)Supply of technologies 

19.________economy creates extreme inequalities in income and wealth. 

  a)Socialist    b)Mixed   c)Capitalist    d)All the above 

 

20.Capitalist economy leads to ________ . 

  a)Monopoly     b)Oligopoly c)Perfect competition d)Shortage 
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21.Over-production leads to glut in the market and hence ______ . 

  a)Shortage    b)Utility c)Depression d)Productivity 

22._________ encourage mechanism and automation. 

  a)Socialism    b)Mixed c)Traditonal  d)Capitalism 

23.Mechanization and automation result in unemployment particularly in ______ 

  surplus. 

  a)Labour b)Land c)Organization d)Time 

24.Fire and hire policy will become the order in the economy. 

  a)Socialist b)Mixed c)Traditional d)Capitalist 

25.In a ________ economy the means of production and owned and operated by  

  the state. 

  a)Capitalist  b)Traditional  c)Socialist d)Mixed 

26.All decision regarding production and distribution are taken by the ______ . 

  a)Central government b)Central c)Capitalist d)Central planning authority 

27.In socialist economics, social or collective welfare will be the _______ . 

  a)Prime motive b)Profit motive c)Production d)Shortage 

28._________ economy the resources are utilized efficiently to produce socially 

  welfare goods. 

  a)Capitalist     b)Traditional c)Socialist d)Mixed 

29.__________ economy is free from business fluctuation. 

  a)Capitalist     b)Traditional c)Socialist d)Mixed 

 

30._______ plans well and everything is well coordinated to avoid over-production 

  or unemployment. 

  a)Firm b)Industry c)Government d)All the above 
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31.As _______ is the ultimate good there is no concentration of wealth. 

  a)Social welfare b)Profit c)Shortage d)Utility 

32.Extreme inequality is prevented in _________ system. 

  a)Capitalist  b)Traditional c)Socialist     d)Mixed 

33._________ people were work out of fear of higher authorities. 

  a)Bureaucratic expansion    b)Productive c)Over production   d)Shortage 

34.In _________ both public and private institution exercise economic control. 

  a)Mixed b)Socialist c)Capitalist d)All the above 

35.The public sector functions as a _______ economy. 

 a)Capitalist b)Socialist c)Mixed d)All the above 

36.Private sector functions as a ________ economy. 

  a)Free enterprise   b)Socialist    c)Traditional d)All the above 

37.Public sector will have social welfare as the prime motive, the private sector 

  will function as ___________ . 

  a)Profit motive b)Welfare c)Production d)Utility 

38.______ is another important feature of mixed economy. 

  a)Economic planning b)Partial c)Both d)All the above 

39.In the case of grade which are scarce, the _________ by the government. 

  a)Prices are administered    b)Prices are increased  c)Price are decrease 

  d)Price are static 

 

 

40.The law of policy coordination between private and public sector results in  

  ________ fluctuation. 

  a)Price b)Production c)Expenditure d)Economy 
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41._______ is the loss of something in terms of an opportunity forgone. 

  a)Marginal cost b)Average cost c)Total cost    d)Opportunity cost 

42.Opportunity cost is one of the key difference between the concepts of ______ 

  and _______ cost. 

  a)Economic cost and Accounting cost b)Average cost and Marginal cost 

  c)Both d)All the above 

43.________ are mostly made on the basis of opportunity. 

  a)Average cost b)Marginal cost c)Choice d)Wants 

44.Choice can made with help of __________ curve. 

  a)Production possibility b)Consumption c)Investment d)Labour 

45.Production possibility curve to study _________ goods. 

  a)Two goods b)One good c)Both d)Three goods 

46._________ sector spends huge public resources for infrastructure. 

  a)Public b)Private c)a and b  d)None  

47.The ______ sector aims at profit maximization by using the infrastructure  

  created by the public sector. 

  a)Private   b)Public c)Co-operative d)All the above 

 

48.Production possibility schedule __ possibilities economy apple produces 100% 

a) A  b) C        c) E d) B 

 

 

49.Production possibility schedule economy produce zero % apple and oranges 

  _______ . 

  a)A and E     b)A and C      c)B and C d)A and D 
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50.Social cost benefit should be basis of any _________ . 

 a)Choice b)Static c)Production d)Dynamic 

51.The production possibility curve is also known as _______ curve. 

  a)Transformation b)Static c)Fixed d)Dynamic 

52.The production possibility curve is also known as ______ curve. 

  a)Possibility frontier b)Cost c)Benefit d)Fixed 

53.Any combination lying inside the production curve such ad U indicates that 

  resources are __________. 

  a)Not employed in the best way  b)Employed best way  c)Fixed  d)Shortage 

54.Any point outside the production possibility frontier such as L implies that  

  economy ____ the combination. 

  a)Adequate resources produce   b)Fixed resources  c)Utility resources 

  d)Not adequate resource to produce 

55.This is possible by technological advertisement and increase in supply of  

  factors of production. 

  a)Production possibility frontier b)Consumption possibility curve 

  c)Investment possibility     d)All the above 
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